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“SP Graduates...
are very much
at the heart of
Singapore.”

A dialogue on restructuring
with DPM Tharman, SPRING & IRAS

Get Spooked with the Youth Chapter’s
latest event!
Catching up with Ex-National Soccer
Player Steven Tan
SP Turns 60 this year and you are invited to
celebrate with us!

The Dynamic Spirit of the
Singapore Polytechnic
Graduates’ Guild

SPGG’s Kid’s Package promises to create an experience your children will
remember and treasure for a long time to come!

MAIN COURSE
Dessert
Beverage

Spaghetti Bolognaise with Tomato Sauce,
Chicken Cocktail Sausage, Potato Wedges
and Chicken Wings
Choice of Single Scoop Ice-Cream
(chocolate / vanilla / strawberry )
Free Flow of Fruit Punch Cordial Drink

Package Includes:
Use of function room as time stated I Medium Sized Bouncy Castle (3 hours) I Room Decoration I One
Entertainer (1 hour) – Choice of Balloon Sculptor, Face Painter, Glitter Tattoo Artist, Clown or Make-Over Artist
I One portable screen with LCD Projector I Tables & Chairs provided with table cloth and skirting, with table
buffet layout I Chinaware & stainless steel cutleries will be provided I PA sound system with 1 wired or
wireless handheld microphone
Prices quoted are subject to prevailing GST unless specified as NETT. Non–SPGG members are subject to additional 10% service charge. For any further
information or assistance, please feel free to call 6796 9988 or Email banquet@spgg.org.sg

Singapore Polytechnic Graduates’ Guild I 1010 Dover Road, Singapore 139658 (Singapore Poly Gate No. 4)

Dear Fellow SPGG Members,
Our SPGG Dialogue session –
“Singapore Restructuring: How do
we ensure the competitive edge of
Businesses and Singaporeans into
2020?” – was a success with our Guestof-Honour, Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister for Finance, Mr Tharman
Shanmugaratnam. Held in partnership
with the SP Entrepreneurs’ Club, it was
a lively afternoon with many members
coming forward to raise their queries.
If you can recall, back in April 2011,
then Senior Minister Mr Goh Chok
Tong was here for a dialogue with our
members on “The Future of Singapore”.
Mr Goh highlighted five challenges
which included Our Domestic Limits to
Growth, Our Vulnerability to External
Events, Our Ability to Compete
Internationally, The Rising Expectations
of Singaporeans and Political and
Social Stability.
To address these issues, Mr Goh offered
seven strategies, one of which was
the restructuring of our economy
and improving productivity. As many
SPGG members and SP graduates are
entrepreneurs and business owners, it
was only natural that the primary purpose
of the dialogue with DPM Tharman

Patron

Mr. Chan Soo Sen

Honorary Members

Mr. Lim Chin Aik
Mr. Peter Chen
Dr. Khoo Kay Chai
Mr. Low Wong Fook
Mr. Tan Hang Cheong

was to provide for a platform where
companies and everyday Singaporeans
could raise their concerns on how to
keep themselves competitive with
the momentum of the economic
restructuring taking shape.

SPGG celebrated its 43rd birthday in
June in conjunction with the World
Cup. Ex-National Soccer Player Steven
Tan was here to conduct a parentchild soccer clinic along with other fun
activities and giveaways!

DPM Tharman was most candid during
the session, enthralling the 200-strong
audience of SPGG Members, SP Alumni
and guests with his spontaneous replies
to questions raised.

Every year the guild grows, in no small
part due to the support of our members.
It is a composite of contributions from
many individuals like yourself that keeps
SPGG going and ever closer to realise its
vision of being a Club of Distinction.

Another significant event which
took place quite recently at the guild
was the SPGG Endowment Fund
Benefactors-Meet-Beneficiaries Dinner
on Wednesday, 7 May. The fund
has come quite a long way since its
inception in mid 2012 and the dinner
was a testament to the many milestones
it has seen.

Until you hear from me again, I wish you
well and look forward to seeing you at
the guild soon.

It was heart-warming to see the
students who benefited from the
bursary coming up to share their stories.
It also allowed for the donors to finally
put a face to the cause and give the
beneficiaries an opportunity to express
their gratitude to their benefactors
in person. The words shared by the
students were so impactful that we even
received additional pledges from donors
that night!
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REV VE

Now with additional timeslots!
Wednesdays
7pm to 8pm

Fridays
7.15am to 8.15am

Saturdays
9.15am to 10.15am

Main line
Fax

Body weight exercise
Pilates

Build strength to improve
posture and flexibility

FEE (12 sessions)
Member
: $120+ per person
Non-Member : $190+ per person

*Price before GST

6796 9988
6796 9989

Sports & Wellness Facilities
Bowling Alley
Tel
Daily

6796 9964
10:00am – 11:00pm

Spa Wellness Centre
Daily

7:30am – 10:00pm

(Closed every Tue, Thu and Sat for regular
cleaning of Spa Pools from 7:30 – 10am; Closed
every 1st Sun of the month from 8pm onwards
for routine maintenance works)
Swimming Pool
Daily

Package Includes

Yoga

Front Office

7:30am – 10:00pm

(Closed every Tue, Thu and Sat for regular
cleaning from 7:30 – 10am)
Gymnasium
Daily

7:30am – 9:30pm

(Closed every 1st Sun of the month from 8pm
onwards for routine maintenance works)
Tennis Courts
Daily

8:00am – 10:00pm

Pool Room
Mon – Sat
Sun

10:00am – 10:00pm
Closed

Recreational Facilities

Register Your
Virtual Office
at SPGG for only
$90+ p.a.*
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Application forms are now available at the Front Office
For enquiries, please contact
Ms Stella Tan I 6796 9966 I stellatan@spgg.org.sg

Jackpot Room
Tel
Daily

6796 9967
10:00am – 12:00am

Karaoke Hall
Tel
Daily

6796 9967
10:00am – 12:00am

Food & Beverage Outlets
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The Restaurant
Tel

6796 9961

• Mon – Fri
Lunch
Dinner

12:00pm – 2:30pm
6:30pm – 9:30pm

• Sat, Sun & PH
Lunch
Dinner

11:30am – 2:30pm
6:30pm – 9:30pm

Poolside Café
Daily & PH
Last order at 9:30pm

11:00am – 10:00pm

Lustre Lounge
Mon – Thu
Fri – Sat

400pm – 1:00am
4:00pm – 2:00am

The Coffee Hub
Daily

8am - 8pm
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Looking for a fuss-free office space
in the west? Look no further!

Rent an office from
as low as

$550/month*!

Window view office unit from
77 square feet onwards.
To enquire, please contact Stella Tan Tel: 6796 9996 Email: stellatan@spgg.org.sg.

HELP OUR PAGE REACH

3,000 LIKES
WIN 2x

spgraduatesguild

Other prizes giving away
Transcend 1.0 TB Portable
HDD Shock and Drop Proof

GoPro Hero3+
Black Edition
(worth $580)

How to
enter

3x

Audio Technica BIJOUE
Compact Jewel Speaker

1. Like our Facebook page
www.facebook.com/spgraduatesguild

2. Share the contest post

T&C: Open to all. Existing SPGG fans may join as long as they share the contest post. Set post to public so that we can contact you when you win. We will draw
the winners once we hit 3000 likes. Winners will be announced on our page. An authorized SPGG representative will be sending an e-mail with the details on
how and where to claim the prize. Prizes should be claimed 60-days after the announcement. Failure to claim by 60 days shall automatically forfeit the prize.

whats coming up

Copacabana Sliders
Now till 31th July 2014

Free World Cup Keychain or Collar Pin* for the first 100 purchases

$9.50+

Price before GST I SPGG Members’ 15% discount applies I Only Available at SPGG Poolside Cafe
* Assorted collar pins subject to availability
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10 pm

One-for-One Rates
SPGG MEMBERS $26
SP STUDENTS $30
NON-SPGG MEMBERS $38

Movie @ SPGG
Light dinner will be provided

12 Midnight to 3Am

Go on a trail and explore Dead Man Village at
Bukit Brown, Seah Im Bunkers, Undersea Tunnel
entrance to Sentosa
Visit our website www.spgg.org.sg for more details.

Organized by

whats coming up

Tai Pai Tong

ount
F&B Disc
Applies to’
Members

Food Promotion at

The Restaurant @ SPGG

9961
Call 6796

Till 31 August 2014
On Weekends & Public Holidays only.

Appetizer
Golden Crispy Prawn Roll
Cold Drunken Chicken
Deep Fried Century Egg with
Pickled Ginger

POULTRY
$8.00
$7.80
$4.00

SOUP
Three Egg Boxthorn with Prawn
Meat Egg Flower
Bitter Ground with Seafood
Beancurd
Pork Trotter with Lotus Root

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00

Fish
Assam Curry Fish Head
Braised Spicy Song Fish Head
Hong Siew Fish Head
Steamed Red Snapper with
Tom Yam Paste
Steamed Seabass Hong Kong Style
Deep Fried Baby Garoupa with
Sweet & Sour Sauce.

$27.80
$23.80
$27.80
$22.80
$19.80
$19.80

SEAFOOD
Golden Crispy Fish Fillet with
Honey Cream Wasbi
Sliced Toman Fillet with Bitter
Gourd in Black Bean Sauce
Wok-Fried Cereal King Prawn
Fried Prawn Yam Ring
Braised Sea Cucumber with
Chinese Mushroom

$8.00
$10.80
$19.80
$14.80

VEGETABLE

Braised Red Glutinous Rice Wine
Chicken in Claypot
Golden Fried Chicken Roll with
Salted Egg
Prawn Paste Chicken
Fried Chicken Yam Ring

$9.80
$9.50
$9.50
$10.80

MEAT
Braised Drunken Pork Spare Rib
with Chinese Mushroom &
Wolfberry
Spicy Curry Pork Rib with
Salted Egg
Hainanese Pork Chop
Black Pepper Beef Steak

Deep Fried Beancurd with
Chye Por & Soy Bean Crumb
Seafood Beancurd on Hot Plate
Hong Siew Beancurd
Deep Fried Beancurd with Crab
Meat & Shimeiji Mushroom

Braised Egg Plant with Minced
Pork & Salted Fish
String Bean with Garlic & Dried
Prawn
Kang Kong Belachan
Braised Broccoli with Oyster Sauce
Sweet Potato leaves with
Fermented Beancurd
Stir Fried Four Season Vegetables
Baby Kai Lan with Dang Gui & Qi Zi

$11.80

DESSERT

$11.80
$9.50
$11.80

Red Bean Pancake
Yam Paste with Gingko Nut
Longan Beancurd
Chin Chow with Sea Coconut
Chilled Yam Sago with Ice Cream

$7.80
$13.50
$10.80

* PRICES BEFORE GST

BEANCURD

$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50

$10.00
$3.50
$3.50
$3.50
$3.50

$10.80

OMELETTE
Sliver Fish Omelette
Prawn Meat Omelette
Chye Por Omelette
Chinese Sausage Omelette

7

$7.00
$7.00
$7.00
$7.00

$19.80

Try This!

Watching your
weight? Try out this
simple high protein,
low carb dish.

1/4 dry oats + 2/4 to 3/4 cup water + 3/4 cup tuna fish (rinsed and drained)
Put the oatmeal and water in a microwavable bowl and place in
microwave 2 minutes or until done. Mix in the 3/4 cup of tuna fish.
Add some pepper or soy sauce for some flavour!
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“Walk up an appetite in what promises to be a delicious visit to
Katong and Joo Chiat!”
Date: Sun, 20 July 2014 I Time: 8am – 12:30pm
Immerse yourself in the beautifully decorated Peranakan shophouses along Koon Seng Road.
Have sweet-tasting treats at Chin Mee Chin Confectionary, which has been around for more
than 80 years! Discover the 2nd oldest Hindu temple in Singapore. Tantalise your tastebuds
with some of Singapore’s most famous Nonya Laksa. Visit the Rumah Bebe & Kim Choo Bak
Zhang Shop, famous for kebayas and traditional pineapple tarts and kuehs. And lots more!

SPGG MEMBERS

NON-SPGG MEMBERS

Adults @ $12.50, Children @ $7

Adults @ $14, Children @ $9

Lunch at own expense.
Register at events@spgg.org.sg now!

Touring to Strengthen the

Mind
amily-oriented

Creating opportunities for parents
and children to bond while
participating in the tour

tilise

Making use of the five senses to
learn while on the tour

etworking

Through the tours, various families
can come together to create a
larger family at SPGG

SPGG’s newest interest
group, Edu-Tour IG, promises
to be F.U.N! What does F.U.N
stand for, you ask?

The Edu-Tour IG’s first outing on Saturday, 10 May 2014
was a visit to Kin Yan Agro Farm, Farmart Centre and
Weekend Farm. Flip to page 16 to read about it!

Interest Groups @ SPGG
Bowling Section
Briskwalking IG
Edu-Tour IG
Running IG
Youth Chapter

Edmund: bowlingsection@spgg.org.sg
Cindy: briskwalk@spgg.org.sg
Raymond: edutour@spgg.org.sg
Swee Chew : running@spgg.org.sg
Ryan: youthchapter@spgg.org.sg

features

Steven!

As the World Cup fever kicked in, Fission took the opportunity to catch up with
one of Singapore’s football legends, Steven Tan, or fondly known as ‘Super
Steven’ by his Singapore Dream Team mates. We spoke with him on what he’s
been up to, his aspirations and his thoughts on the 2014 FIFA World Cup.
Hi Steven, you have been out of
the limelight for a while now, what
have you been busy with?
I’m now working with F17
Academy as a Technical Director
(Elite). Currently, I am busy training
the F17 Academy Under -11 Boys
for the Gothia Cup in Sweden next
month. We train thrice a week and
I am also training the F17 Academy
Girls team playing in the FAS
Women’s Premier League.
How has being labelled one
of Singapore’s football legends
changed your life?
Life is still the same, still need to
work like any normal person but you
get more attention when you do a
session for the players.
Does this perk help when it
comes to conducting soccer clinics
with places like Club Med?
Sometimes, it helps to be a
familiar face in the soccer scene,
but you still need to be able to do
your job well. It also helps with the
marketing for the Academy and Club
Med. Once in a while you enjoy some
additional perks too.

In your opinion, what is the best
thing about coaching in Singapore?
You don’t have to travel far to do
your coaching.
Is it crucial that all aspiring
soccer players start at a young age?
It’s very important to start at a
very young age so that the children
can get their basics right and
fundamentals of the game spot on.
Where do you see the Singapore
football scene in 5 years?

clubs and our country. Having more
playing fields will also help the cause.
The S League will continue to suffer
if we keep playing in the Malaysian
League. We need to focus on one
product and develop them.
Where do you see yourself
5 years from now? Do you see
yourself doing anything aside from
being a football coach?
Still involved in high level
coaching. I would love to try out
sports administration.

Football will still be the same as
now, if the number of potential players
do not increase, we will not have the
talent pool to select the best for the

What’s your prediction for the
World Cup Winner?
Brazil, as they have home-ground
advantage and more depth in the squad.

orld
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Who was your favourite team in this
World Cup?
I have always supported Brazil and have a
soft spot for Holland.
Who did you initially think would make it
to the final 4?
Brazil, Argentina, Germany and Spain.
Who was your favourite player in this
World Cup?
Andrés Iniesta but unfortunately
Spain was knocked out in the group
stages.
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body & mind

Sports and
My Body
We are often encouraged to exercise
in order to remain healthy. But despite
our best intentions, our efforts
towards better health do sometimes
get side-tracked by injuries.
Today, we look at some common
sports, how they might help in
building better health, and some
common injuries might occur.

Running is a popular sport due in
part to its low barrier to entry (no
complex movements and basic
affordable equipment). Despite its
apparent simplicity, the complexity
increases as aficionados start to
explore different running styles in
an effort to improve performance
and even to avoid injuries. The usual
pattern entails landing on the heel
when the foot touches down ahead
of one’s centre of gravity (heel strike
pattern). The leg then propels the
body forward, pushing the body
onto the next step. Different styles
of running includes that of the mid
foot strike, characterised by a shorter
stride, allowing the foot to land closer
beneath the body with contact at the
sole of the feet. There’s also a forefoot
stride pattern, in which the ball of the
foot contacts the ground, followed by
the heel. This pattern of landing allows
some of the impact of landing to be
absorbed by the lower leg.

knee pain remains one of the most
common complaints amongst
runners (the knee experiences 1-2
times one’s body weight when
running). There are a myriad of
risk factors that contribute to this
condition, with intrinsic factors such
as body weight, inflexibility, weakness
of the muscles of the leg and core.
Extrinsic factors include shoes and
running surfaces, running terrain and
sudden increases in running mileage.
The underlying condition in the
knee may range from patellofemoral
pain syndrome (in which there is
no significant damage to the knee),
to osteoarthritis of the knee (there
the articular cartilage of the knee is
thinned out through degeneration).
With many potential contributing
factors, the challenge in treating
knee pain goes beyond diagnosing
the structural problem but also
understanding which of the factors
are pertinent to the individual runner.

Perhaps as a result of the repetitive
impact intrinsic to running, anterior

This may include analysing the
running gait of the individual runner

in some instances and correcting
these factors with physical therapy,
shoe selection, orthotics or even
changes to the running pattern.
For those that prefer a more
interactive mode of exercise, racquet
games such as badminton and tennis
can be an alternatives. The challenge
in both these games is to generate
enough power and speed while
retaining the accuracy in the racquet
swing. This is a challenge as the
acceleration of the racquet requires
a combination of movement from
the legs, trunk and arm to generate
the necessary force, coordination
and timing of these body segments
which are crucial to maintain
accuracy. We often compensate
by using more of the periphery (in
particular the wrist) which is easier
to control. One of the problems that
arise is that of tennis elbow. In mild
instances, the tendon that connects
the muscles in the forearm to the
elbow is affected resulting in pain
on the side of the elbow, which can

body & mind

cause pain in daily activities which
entail wringing and gripping. While
mild cases settle down with a short
period of rest, medicine and regular
icing (allowing for inflammation to
settle down), chronic cases persist or
recur with the return to sports.

Regardless
of the mode of
treatment, treatment
is not complete
until the underlying
technical efforts are
corrected.
Some of the chronic cases arise from
degeneration of the tendon, which
is more common amongst older
players. Even these may recover with
a prolonged period of rest as well
as additional training to improve the
strength and flexibility of the forearm
muscles. Recalcitrant cases may
benefit from treatment to address
the non-healing tendon such as
focused extracorporeal shockwave
therapy (ESWT), platelet rich plasma
(PRP) injections or surgery. Focused
ESWT utilises shockwaves to reduce
pain and also stimulate angiogenesis
(ingrowth of blood vessels) in the
tendon in order to promote tendon
healing whereas PRP utilises the
growth factors concentrated from
the patient’s own platelets to achieve
a similar effect. Surgery allows the
degenerated areas of the tendon
to be derided and tears to be

repaired. Regardless of the mode of
treatment, treatment is not complete
until the underlying technical errors
are corrected. This includes sports
specific training to improve flexibility
and strength to the trunk and
shoulder joint and working with a
coach to improve the coordination.
For those who do not wish to be
limited to a particular sports, going
to the gym allows for a variety of
exercises which trains different
aspects of fitness such an aerobic
capacity, flexibility and strength. A
common complaint amongst those
that do resistance training is that
of shoulder pain especially after
performing overhead exercises
such as military presses or lateral
raisers. While the pain may arise
from the overuse of the muscles
(which resolves after a day or two),
more persistent pain may be a result
of injury to the structures around
the shoulder joint. Of these, one of
the common causes is that of the
rotator cuff impingement in which
the tendons of the rotator cuff
brushes against the acromium (this
is the bony prominence on the side
of the shoulder above the deltoid
muscle). Repeated impingement
results in inflammation and over
a period of time, this can result in
degeneration of the tendon, which
subsequently results in tears. The
condition presents as pain which
initially occurs with overhead
movements and is relatively well at
rest, but when tears occur, this can
result in aching pain even without
movement. In the early stages where
the condition is mainly inflammation,
it can be treated with a course

of icing and anti-inflammatory
medication. Recalcitrant cases may
need an injection of steroids around
the tendon to reduce pain. When
a tear in the tendon has occurred,
and conservative treatment no
longer is adequate, surgery may
be necessary to repair the tendon
as well as to create more space
under the acromium, to allow the
rotator cuff tendons to slide without
much impingement. An aspect of
therapy that is integral to treatment
is, physiotherapy, to improve the
movement of the shoulder blade
as, inadequate movement through
stiffness or weakness increases the
impingement of the tendons during
an overhead movement.

Dr. Chia Kok Kiong, Jason

Head of Sports Medicine & Surgery Clinic, Senior Consultant
Tan Tock Seng Hospital
Dr Jason Chia graduated from the National University of Singapore (1998) and obtained his postgraduate specialist degree, Masters of Sports Medicine from Australia (2002). He has worked as Assistant
Director in Singapore Sports Council (Sports Medicine and Research Center) as well as a Consultant
Sports Physician in Changi General Hospital and is currently head of the Sports Medicine and Surgery
Clinic in Tan Tock Seng Hospital.
Clinical Interests: Sports Injury Management, Exercise testing and prescription, Dance Medicine, Functional
Movement, Extracorporeal Shockwave Therapy (ESWT)

Tan Tock Seng Hospital is our merchant partner!
Visit www.spgg.org.sg to find out what are the benefits you enjoy as an SPGG member.
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cover story

Mr Nick Sim, SPEC Honorary Treasurer (first from left) on stage with Ms Chew Mok Lee of
SPRING Singapore (center) and Ms Quek Su Lynn of IRAS (first from right).

Singapore Restructuring: How do we
ensure the competitive edge of businesses
and Singaporeans into 2020?
A Dialogue with SPRING, IRAS and Mr Tharman Shanmugaratnam,
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Finance
Singapore is in the midst of
restructuring. In fact, Singapore
has always been in a constant
state of change and progress.
Since self-governance in 1959, and
independence in 1965, Singapore’s
leaders have always devised to move
the nation ahead. The Government
put in place strategic plans in 1960
(First Plan), 1980 (Second Plan),
1985 (Economic Committee Report),
1991 (Strategic Economic Plan), 1998
(Competitiveness Report), 1999
(Industry 21; Manpower 21), and 2002

(Economic Review Committee).
Through a forward looking strategy
the government of Singapore
has responded to new economic
challenges quickly and capitalized
very well on the “first-mover”
advantages (reference, Singapore:
Economy, Tilak Abeysinghe, 2007).
Back in April 2011, then Senior
Minister Goh Chok Tong visited
SPGG for a dialogue with our
members on “The Future of
Singapore”.

Audience at the Grand Ballroom, made of up SPGG Members and SP Alumni.

Mr Goh highlighted 5 challenges
confronting Singapore:
1. Our Domestic Limits to
Growth
2. Our Vulnerability to External
Events
3. Our Ability to Compete
Internationally
4. The Rising Expectations of
Singaporeans
5. Political and Social stability.
In order to address these issues,
Mr Goh offered 7 strategies, one of
which was the restructuring of our
economy and improving productivity
(for Mr Goh’s full speech at SPGG,
kindly visit: http://www.pmo.gov.
sg/content/pmosite/mediacentre/
speechesninterviews.html).
This brings us to the topic at hand;
Singapore Restructuring: How do
we ensure the competitive edge
of businesses and Singaporeans
into 2020?

cover story

The first half of the session saw
Ms Chew Mok Lee, Assistant
Chief Executive (Capabilities &
Partnerships), SPRING Singapore
and Ms Quek Su Lynn, Tax Director
(Corporate Tax - Services Branch)
coming up to address the more
technical questions of the topic from
the 200-strong crowd.
Mr Nick Sim, treasurer of the SP
Entrepreneurs’ Club (SPEC), and
the moderator for the first half of
the dialogue got the ball rolling
by asking how freelancers such as
insurance agents could leverage on
schemes such as Productivity and
Innovation Credit (PIC) or Innovation
& Capability Voucher (ICV).
Ms Chew replied that when we say
freelancers, we need to know if they
are individuals or from companies.
The ICV scheme is for companies. In
terms of upgrading, areas which are
covered include but are not limited
to Human Resource, Productivity
& Innovation and Finance & Asset
Management. She shared that SME
Solutions was formed on 1 March
this year to aid business owners who
were applying for the scheme. They
only have to answer three simple
questions – how does the solution
improve your sales, how does it
reduce cost and how can it improve
efficiency. If the applicant was able
to demonstrate this, the approving
body would be able to approve the
purchase of the solution.
Ms Quek mentioned that the PIC
scheme is available for business
owners, whether you are a sole
proprietor, partnership or a company.
PIC covers six qualifying activities,
with the most popular ones being
purchase of IT and Automation
equipment and training of employees.
She shared that it is relatively simple
to apply for the scheme and that
you can do it as part of your annual
tax return. The more attractive
component of the PIC scheme for
businesses is the cash payout, and
you can submit the application it at
the end of every financial quarter.

SPGG Chairman of Corporate
Communication and Marketing, Mr
Gerald Ng, mentioned that he had
applied for the PIC grant before and
had some comments. One of the
things about PIC is that we need to
pay upfront for whatever purchases
that we make. As a lot of us are from
small companies, paying an amount
of – for example – $70,000, would
become a burden as the company
would have to wait for a few months
for the payout.

As for Mr Ng’s first point on paying
the amount upfront, she put forward
that government grants and funding
should not be a consideration when
managing a company’s cash flow.
She suggested that if for example,
a company faces a financial strain
getting a machine, it can apply for a
loan first.

He also explained that as
technology advances, it is likely
that a business can operate with a
smaller headcount. A lot of smaller

Ms Quek responded that there is a
prescribed PIC IT and Automation
Equipment list. If your equipment
falls within that list, then you do not

How do you pre-qualify your
automation equipment and who
determines it, asked one participant.

SPGG President Mr Jimmy Lim (second from left) taking
DPM Tharman on a welcome tour.

businesses could possibly run with
a headcount of one. Requiring a
headcount of three to prove that a
company is engaging in business
activities might not be the best way
to prove that a business is active.
Ms Chew replied that it was not
possible to screen through every
application that comes in due to
limited manpower and certain
conditions have to be in place to award
the money to the right people. While
we wish to help businesses as much as
possible, we also have to ensure that
the money is properly spent.

need to apply for pre-qualification.
But what happens if your equipment
does not fall within that list?
“We do have something that’s
called the case-by-case approval
process,” she shared. By filling up
the form on the IRAS website and
submitting it to IRAS, the company
will receive a response within three
weeks whether the grant has been
approved. Two criterion need to be
met: it must automate or mechanize
some part of the business’ work
processes and improve productivity,
such as reduce man hours.
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Another member of the audience
had a follow-up question, citing
a childcare centre as an example.
“Childcare company A buys a
sterilizer for the toys. It was still not
in the market yet. So it was put up
for grant approval,” he elaborated.
“Other childcare centres also proceed
to request for the approval. Childcare
company A gets the grant. Does that
mean that the equipment is prequalified and the other companies
will get the approval as well?”

I was looking
forward to coming
because the SP
graduates who are
running business are
very much at the heart
of Singapore.
Ms Quek clarified that the
prescribed IT and Automation
equipment list is reviewed every
so often by the Ministry of Finance
as well as IRAS. “Almost every
Budget we will see new items being
included,” she said. “How are these
new items included into the list?
Feedback is collated from different
industries and agencies.”
She went on to explain that for caseby-case approval, it is qualified for
that particular company. It does not
mean that the equipment makes it
into the prescribed list. If IRAS does
notice certain equipment coming up
very frequently, it will review whether
the equipment should be included
into the list. “As long as it’s not in
the list, it’s not pre-qualified,” she
concluded.
The dialogue with SPRING and IRAS
rounded off with a participant asking,
“What is the criteria for the Business
Advisors Programme (BAP)?“
For the benefit of the audience
members, Ms Chew offered a little
background on BAP. “The BAP was
actually started during the financial

SPEC President Mr Daniel Tan with DPM Tharman for the second half of the dialogue

crisis. We created this programme
to enable SMEs to engage PMETs
who had a wealth of experience as
business advisors for a limited period
of time. We supported part of the
monthly expenses for the SMEs to
engage these PMETs,” she explained.
When the financial crisis was past,
SMEs gave feedback that these
PMETs were very useful and the
project was continued, with first SMU
and then SIM to be the operators for
the programme. She clarified that
they are not looking for consultants.
“Who’s in our group? Some of them
are retirees. They may have been in
consecutive MNCs, and are looking
to help SMEs but not wanting to do
it full-time,” she said.
They must have clocked a certain
number of years, and have a core
competency in a functional area be
it marketing, finance or branding.
SIM would take them in and then
proceed to match them with
companies that are interested to take
them. You can see this person as
an employee but not on a full-time
basis, at the same time in an advisory
capacity.
She elaborated that slightly bigger
companies that are able to tap
on the expertise of this particular
advisor are usually the ones who
make use of the programme. The

advisor can be attached to two or
three companies, although there is a
limit to how many companies he or
she can take.
The discussion adjourned with a
break to prepare for the next half of
the dialogue with DPM Tharman.
The second half of the dialogue
commenced with DPM Tharman
taking his seat on the stage with
Mr Daniel Tan, President of SPEC
as moderator.
“I was looking forward to coming,
because the SP Graduates who are
running businesses are very much
at the heart of Singapore – small
enterprises, many are middle-aged
– they have seen Singapore before
and they know how Singapore has
changed, but they are also looking
forward to a better Singapore, and
this is really the heart of Singapore,”
said DPM Tharman in his opening
remarks.
The core of Singapore, he expressed,
is about knowing what it was like
before, but also people wanting to
see further improvement – amongst
everyone, in the government, in the
people’s ability to do a good job and
also among businesses themselves.
“Singapore is a society that is always
looking up, and I think that is a real
strength of our society,” he stated.
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On the subject of restructuring, he
shared that some will lose and some
win, but the government wants to
make sure that overall, Singaporeans
benefit. Thus, come 2020, our
society must be better off and more
confident, and the businesses that
survive are able to survive not just by
coping – but because their products,
technologies and skills give them the
ability to win markets.
“The job of the government is to
provide opportunities for the dynamic
players to do well. But not everyone
will do well. We have to accept that.
That is the reality in restructuring an
economy,” he stressed.
Mr Daniel Tan mentioned that it is very
popular right now for graduates to
go into the finance industry. When he
was in Poly during the 80s, this was
not really so much the case as most
of them went into the engineering
industry. Those same graduates,
much like himself, who are PMETs
and are well into their 40s are now
part of the restructuring. “What is the
government’s vision for the finance
industry for the next decade and what
do we want to become?” he asked.
DPM shared that finance is a good
industry for Singapore. There is a
lot of value-add in some segments
of the business, but it cannot justify
so many people being employed
in other segments of the industry.
The risk is that there is eventually an
oversupply of graduates in finance
and an undersupply in other areas.
Technology – in particular IT – is
going to be a key force in every
financial centre, and will eventually
displace many intermediate jobs.

...there are many
people willing to take
the plunge or try their
luck, but too few are
doing something
sufficiently distinct
from the others.

William Swee, an SP Alumni shared
that he had bad experiences in
the finance sector, especially with
insurance companies. There is
a decreasing trend in customer
satisfaction and quality. “What can
be done by the government to help
improve such sectors?” he queried.
DPM Tharman replied that Singapore
went through a major review in the
last two years – the FAIR framework
– which requires better disclosure,
especially on the first page of every
agreement that a customer signs. A
limit has also been imposed on the
amount of commissions an agent
can take in the first year, so that the
agent has in mind the customer’s
interests over the longer term.

which is currently an over-crowded
sector… It is a positive that we have
so many start-ups in retail and F&B,
that there are many people willing
to take the plunge or try their luck,
but too few are doing something
sufficiently distinct from the others,”
he said. With a tight labour market,
businesses need both distinctive
offerings and new and more efficient
ways to deliver satisfaction to the
customer to survive.
The dialogue was followed by a
dinner at The Restaurant where DPM
Tharman interacted with several
SPGG and SPEC Ex-Co members. A
plaque representing SPGG’s token of
appreciation was presented to DPM
Tharman after the dinner.

“In my opinion, this is a good
example of what I mentioned earlier
about restructuring and how you get
some companies doing better than
others. This is a sector where there’s
space for what you call disruptive
technologies – to come in with a
totally new method, and offer the
customer a lower price, for equal
quality,” he elaborated.
A member of the audience
mentioned that Singapore is
losing its competitive edge in the
manufacturing sector as compared
to the neighbouring countries, and
asked DPM Tharman to elaborate
on how the government can help to
maintain that competitive edge.
DPM explained that every sector
is going to face a severe labour
constraint, and hence transformation
is necessary. Manufacturing,
for one, is well on its journey of
transformation. Even so-called “old
economy” industries – some of
which were written off by observers
earlier on – are now doing well due
to their innovation and designoriented capabilities, and ability
to make full use of government
schemes. Precision engineering and
food manufacturing are among the
industries that are now very different
compared to 10 years ago.
“We need the same in logistics. And
we need the same in retail and F&B,

Event Summary
Mr Tharman Shanmugaratnam,
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister
for Finance shared with us his
views and concerns on Singapore’s
economic restructuring, as well
as his hopes for the future in
a dialogue session at SPGG.
Organised by SP Graduates’ Guild
(SPGG) and Singapore Polytechnic
Entrepreneurs’ Club (SPEC), the
dialogue was attended by more than
200 participants, many of whom
were members of SPGG or are
Singapore Polytechnic Alumni.
In the first half of the session,
Ms Chew Mok Lee, Assistant
Chief Executive (Capabilities &
Partnerships), SPRING Singapore
and Ms Quek Su Lynn, Tax Director
(Corporate Tax - Services Branch),
IRAS, were also present to address the
more technical questions of the topic,
especially on the available schemes
that can help businesses in Singapore.
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Three Times
The Farm!
SPGG’s first Edu-Tour

82 of us set off for our first
Edu-Tour to three farms
at the Kranji Countryside
on Saturday, 10 May 2014.
On the itinerary: Kin Yan
Agrotech, Farmart Centre
and the Weekend Farm.

At Kin Yan Agrotech, we learned
about growing Wheatgrass and its
health benefits, before being brought
to a supermarket where we were
greeted by a host of healthy food
stuffs which included Aloe Vera
Drinks and Desserts and Organic
Mushrooms. We even got to sample
a few dishes cooked by the staff
there. Needless to say, we went
to town on the store, purchasing
anything that caught our eyes!
We then moved on to the next
stop, the Farmart Centre, which was
hands-down the highlight of the trip.
There we went on a guided tour by
Uncle William, Singapore’s famous

Quail Man of Lim Chu Kang, who
proudly declared that all quail eggs
in the country came from his farm.
We got the chance to feed several
animals, which delighted the kids to
no end!
Our final stop on the tour was the
Weekend Farm, where we bought
amazing fresh produce that looked
too good to be true – for example,
the capsicums were so shiny that
they looked almost fake!
The first Edu-Tour was certainly a
success! Look out for our next
Edu-Tour which will be a food factory
tour in the month of September!

Robotics Program
for Kids on Weekends

This class enhances creativity, concentration, strategic thinking,
teamwork, communication skills and knowledge in Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math (STEM). Your children will be building and
programming robotic models using the latest Lego Mindstorms EV3.

DISCOVERER	EXPLORER
Lego WeDo
Lego EV3

Lego EV3
Lego Modelling

7 – 9 years old

9 years and up

8 sessions (90mins /session)

8 sessions (120mins /session)

SPGG Member $240
Non-SPGG Member $280

SPGG Member $280
Non-SPGG Member $320

Robotic Sets will be provided during the training but NOT to be taken
home. Interested students can purchase LEGO EV3 retail sets at a special
price during the course.
Please call 6796

9976 to enquire. I Prices are subject to change and exclude GST.
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Preparing for what
the future holds:

Regenerative
Medicine
Held on Sunday, 5 April 2014, the talk
was held with the aim of creating
awareness on how dental stem cells
found in a child’s baby teeth that are
naturally falling out, wisdom tooth or
any teeth that might be extracted for
orthodontic reasons can be used for
regenerative medicine. In fact, it has
been found that regenerative medicine
has the potential to treat 90 percent of
the world’s most common diseases.

Taken for a ride…

and loving it!
SPGG once again collaborated with
the PMET division, on Saturday,
19 April 2014 from People’s
Association as well as the West
Coast Community Centre to
organise the charity car
drive, Love on Wheels.
Close to 100 cars
which included
participants from
the Sports Car
Club, Bishan
Motorsports
Group,
Sambaash and
members of the
public rendered
their support for
this event.
Officially flagged off by
Mr Andrew Chua, BBM, Chairman of
West Coast GRC at Clementi Woods
Secondary School, the event kicked
off in high spirits. With smiles on
their faces, the beneficiaries from

West Coast Community Centre
waved goodbye during the drivepass as they made their way to
their next pit stop, Gardens by the
Bay. En-route to their end-point,
participants made a pit stop
SPGG for goodie bag
collection.
A special
performance by
Teens Network
(TNET) from
People’s
Association
and even a
surprise birthday
celebration for all
April babies from
the list of beneficiaries
were also part of the event
program for the less privileged that
day. The event concluded with all the
volunteers driving their respective
beneficiaries home, marking it a day
to remember for all who participated.

It began with a talk by Dr Wilson Goh,
dental surgeon and managing director
of GPA Holdings Pte Ltd. Dr Goh, who
is also the founder of Prolife Biobank
- which now runs five dental clinics
in Singapore - warmed the crowd by
speaking about his background. He then
proceeded to explain the importance and
need for proper dental care in children.
A representative from the company
took over to share the benefits and
process of stem cell collection and
storage. The process was simply broken
down to four steps, namely, tooth
extraction, sample transportation, stem
cells processing and storage.
At the end, participants were treated to
a complimentary dental check-up by
Dr Wilson Goh followed by a question
and answer session with the team from
Prolife Biobank; definitely an eye opening
experience for all!
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Learning to Appreciate Wine:
Youth Chapter’s First Event
Saturday, 22 March 2014 marked the official launch of SPGG Youth Chapter and their first ever
event. Organized by youths, for the youths, Wine 101 received an overwhelming response
with 55 participants attending. The first of a series of wine events, Wine 101 was organized to
introduce the basics of wine tasting and food pairing with a local twist.
SPGG President Mr Jimmy Lim,
who gave the welcome address
at the event, proudly presented
certificates of appointment to Youth
Chapter committee members and
declared his delight that younger
SPGG members are organizing
events to cater and engage the
younger demographic.
The event featured four local food
items, four Australian wines, an
aroma exercise and lucky draw

giveaways for all participants. Pairing
wine with local Singaporean cuisine
seems like an odd combination,
however when strategically paired,
can really enhance flavours and the
overall dining experience well. Ryan
Wong, Youth Chapter Chairman,
hosted the event alongside certified
sommelier Thomas Leong. He
highlighted wines and varietals that
pair best with Singaporean cuisine.
Specific examples and tips were also
given on how to recreate flavour

profiles when entertaining at home.
Participants brought home printed
notes and infographics from the
session.
A group of SPGG’s finest servers
were on standby to assist with
serving the wines and making sure
that guest were wining, dining and
having fun. Thank you to everyone
who made this event possible. Do
keep a look out for upcoming wine
pairing events in the near future!

Exploring Little India
A cacophony of car horns, bicycle
bells and vibrant chatter of people
greeted us as we arrived at Little
India on Sunday, 6 April 2014. Having
been postponed due to the riots last
year, the visit was long overdue!
The charm of Little India lies in the
fact that many olden-day trades can
still be found by its roadsides, alleys
and back lanes. Fortune-tellers and
their parrots, flower vendors selling
garlands of jasmine, kachang puteh
(roasted nuts) sellers on pushcarts
and street-side newspaper vendors
were just some of the interesting

sights to be found as we made our
first way to our first stop along the
roadside where peddlers were selling
fresh produce at great prices.
A traditional garland maker even
graciously agreed to bestow several
flower “bracelets” on our ladies! Key
landmarks that were covered on the
trek were the Chinese Mansion, Shree
Lakshminarayan Temple and Little
India Arcade. We also visited a saree
shop where we were taught how to
tie the saree and a jewellery store
where we learned more about the
way Indian jewellery is made.

Once back to the guild, the
briskwalking group marked it’s 2nd
Anniversary with a cake-cutting
celebration. Here’s to many more
SPGG Briskwalking anniversaries!
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Benefactors-Meet-Beneficiaries Dinner:

The SPGG Endowment Fund

Left: SPGG President Mr Jimmy Lim and SP Deputy Principal Ms Jeanne Liew
unveiling the new Benefactors’ Wall. Right: Beneficiary Lim Yung Hwa giving
his thank you speech. Bottom right: Elaine Chua and Benjamin Soh sharing
the stage to tell their stories.
For the first time since its official launch,
the SPGG Endowment Fund beneficiaries
were presented with an opportunity
to get up-close and personal with
their donors. This dinner event also
marked another milestone for the SPGG
Endowment Fund with the launch of our
spanking new Benefactors’ Wall! The
ribbon-cutting ceremony was carried
out by Mr Jimmy Lim, Chairman of
the SPGG Endowment Fund and Ms
Jeanne Liew, Deputy Principal, Student &
Academic Affairs/ Registrar of Singapore
Polytechnic.

...we will
always remember
today’s events and
return the favour
as benefactors,
just like we had
once been on the
receiving end.
25 Bursary Awards were awarded in the
SPGG Endowment Fund’s inaugural year
in 2013. To date, the fund has over one
million dollars in donations and targets to
disburse 50 Bursary Awards this year.
In his opening speech, Mr Lim took the
opportunity to thank the donors for their
contributions. He recalled his own days of

hardship when he had to walk all the way
to Singapore Polytechnic’s then campus
at Prince Edward and how he and his
group of friends would drink from the
water cooler to their heart’s content to
ensure they remained full throughout their
lectures.
On behalf of Singapore Polytechnic,
Ms Jeanne Liew extended her
appreciation to the donors and the
committee of the SPGG Endowment
Fund for all the achievements so far.
It was a very heart-warming night as
beneficiaries took to the stage and shared
how receiving the SPGG Endowment
Fund has changed their lives for the
better. A recent SP graduate, Lim Yung
Hua shared the good news which he
received a few days prior to this dinner
on gaining acceptance to Nanyang
Technological University. He became a
little emotional as he explained how he
was brought up in a broken family with
six siblings and the financial strains the
family faced. He was extremely thankful
for the SPGG Endowment Fund as
the extra financial help allowed him to
concentrate on his school work and
participate actively in his CCA, Canoeing.
He received unanimous applause from
the crowd when he mentioned his dream
of repaying the deed to society by
becoming a benefactor when he made
his mark in his career. As a recipient of
the Kay Chai Bursary Award, he was seen
actively talking during the dinner to Mr
Tay Choon Mong, one of the benefactors
of the Khoo Kay Chai Bursary Award.

Benjamin Soh, recipient of the Kumpulan
Akitek Bursary Award and Elaine Chua,
recipient of the Architect Bursary Award
shared the stage to tell their stories
on how the SPGG Endowment Fund
has helped them individually. As per
Benjamin’s words, “It is a privilege to
receive the SPGG Endowment Fund as
it really benefits us as students from
humble backgrounds and difficult
circumstances. It is a very special moment
for us to meet our benefactors and those
doing the back-end work tonight, as their
hard work has created so much value in
our lives. Hopefully, this will be etched
at the back of our minds and come the
day when we have made it in society, we
will always remember today’s event and
return the favour as benefactors, just like
we had once been on the receiving end.”

For more information on the SPGG Endowment Fund
and how you can make a difference to students’ lives,
please contact:
• Mr Jimmy Lim – Chairman, SPGG Endowment Fund
T: 9788 0246 E: jimmylim@spgg.org.sg
• Mr Nesh Selvaraj – General Manager, SPGG
T: 6796 9988 E: nesh@spgg.org.sg
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Can you take the

Paint?
The SPGG Youth Chapter organized
a friendly game of paintball as its
second event on Saturday, 7 June
2014. There was a special buzz in
the air as the group headed down
to Crossfire Paintball arena at the
Singapore Discovery Centre. For
most of the participants, it was their
first ever paintball experience.
After the gameplay and safety
rules were briefed, participants
divided into two teams and suited
up for battle. Armed with paintguns
modelled after the M4 carbine and
more than 120 paints each, the
groups strategized and dispersed
behind drums, barricades and

bushes across the multitiered paintball field.
In the first two rounds,
the objective was to
successfully capture the
other team’s flag without
getting shot. The second
gameplay was undoubtedly
the most fun and tiring; the
teams played back to back
rounds of elimination with
each other.
Two hours and five rounds of
paintball later, the red team emerged
the winner. Everyone displayed
good sportsmanship and remained
in high spirits after the game. After

Finding your
A group of feet-conscious people
gathered in the hopes of learning
proper foot care. Held by resident
pedorthist and retail operations
manager of Arch Angel, Owen Oo,
the talk touched on topics such as
finding the right shoes, health issues
that are caused by wearing ill-fitting
shoes and lack of proper foot care
and common foot problems which
can make walking painful.
Every pair of feet is unique in its
own way. Many fail to realise that
this important part of our body is
also often the most neglected. Lack
of proper care and knowledge has
resulted in a rise of feet problems
among people.

10%* OFF all regular items @ Arch Angel!
*Special benefits for SPGG Members only.

lunch, participants were free to roam
around the exhibits at Singapore
Discovery Centre. Here’s to many
more SPGG Youth Chapter events!

Feet!
Using a special machine, those in
attendance were treated to a free
foot scan. Through this scan, they
were then informed of their arch
type and the type of shoes that they
should be wearing or avoid. It was
definitely an eye-opening talk for
everyone who attended. Participants
were also given the opportunity to
try on the various types of footwear
sold by Arch Angel. A demonstration
on the difference when wearing
insoles was also conducted.
The talk ended with a question
and answer session for those who
wanted to seek further clarification
on their new-found knowledge.
Participants were happy that they
had their answers and looked
forward to share this knowledge with
their family members.
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•

TCM Weight Management Tips for Health & Wellness
Receive a free computerized assessment of your body’s actual body fat composition
which will detail the body’s fat mass, muscle mass and water mass.

•

Women’s Womb Care
Enhance fertility without side effects. Discover the benefits of an ovary massage.
Private on site Womb assessment available.

•

Investing for Women
Information that will empower you to make better decisions in your personal finances.

•

Understanding Breast Cancer
Learn how to detect breast cancer in its early stages.

Door gifts I Talks relating to women’s healthcare, wealth and wellness by experts I
Refreshments I BMI checks I On-site WOMB assessment
Organized by
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Introducing
2 New Fruit Machines!
Check them out NOW at our SPGG Jackpot Room!

Denominations: Wonder 4 – 1, 2, 5, 10, 25, 50 cents, $1 & $2 I Moon Money – 2 cents

SPecial

SP turns 60 this year
and you are invited to

Celebrate
With Us!
Like diamonds in the
rough, SP started out as
an institution to develop
craftsmen, technicians
and engineers. Now 60
years later, celebrating its
diamond anniversary, this
grand dame can lay claim
to a pool of accomplished
alumni members who are
nation builders, discoverers,
social entrepreneurs and
industry movers and
shakers.

In celebration of this milestone
year, the SP community has put in
place a year of celebratory activities
and festivities. An interesting
start is the SP Memory Project
(www.myspmemories.sp.edu.sg).
The SPMP is an institutional initiative
to collect and preserve the stories
and memories of our polytechnic
community. These stories will be
available online for us and our future
generations to read, discover, enjoy
and appreciate our past and rich
heritage.
By this collective effort, we will also
be contributing to the Singapore

Memory Project, a nation-wide
project spearheaded by the National
Library Board to showcase the
history and memories of our nation.
So, do share your SP memories on
this website, if you haven’t already, or
read how others have remembered
their time at SP. Nuggets of
cherished memories are captured on
this website, along with photos of
treasured past. It’s really a road trip
back to the good old days!
In addition, there are be a series of
meaningful activities to celebrate this
milestone year.

The aim is to have fun and instil the spirit of camaraderie, teamwork
and a healthy lifestyle. Back then, staff, students and alumni used
to run 50 rounds along the classroom corridors and on muddy
tracks and turf around the PEC campus. As SP celebrates its 60th
anniversary, each team (12 – 15 runners) will complete a relay race of
60 laps of 600m each, around the Dover Road Campus.

P o ly

60RUN
Wednesday, 30 July 2014
@ Eleven Square and Vicinity, SP
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SPecial

Heritage
Trail

Saturday, 2 August 2014
Former Campuses to
Dover Road Campus

This is a meaningful journey through memory lane, bridging the past to the present of SP.
Participants will embark on a historical walk from SP’s first administrative office in the Bank
of China building to the former Prince Edward Road Campus. The walk will continue to the
other campuses such as Labrador, Ayer Rajah before finishing on Dover Road, covering a
route of around 16 km, a 4-5 hours walk. Participants can choose different start points and
transport services will be provided to ferry participants back to the Dover Road Campus,
if needed. A nostalgic ‘carnival’ awaits participants at Dover Road Campus where they will
get to feast on traditional food, with good music, childhood games and memories.

This homecoming dinner is specially organised to show
appreciation to those alumni who have been contributing
back, not only to SP but also to the industry and the
larger community, in vital ways. Some 600 alumni will be
invited, which include the Students’ Union leaders from
the 1st Council to the current ones; sportspersons; SP
Graduate Guild (SPGG); SP Entrepreneurship Club (SPEC);
SP Industrial Management Alumni (SPIMA) and industry
leaders. The Guest of Honour is none other than our SP’s
BOG Chairman, Mr Bill Chang.
We welcome past and present students to join us in our
activities and create more memories for the generations to
come. For a more comprehensive listing of activities, please
visit myspmemories.sp.edu.sg/sp60/news-events/

Article contribution courtesy of SPicy Magazine.

Grand
Alumni

Homecoming Dinner

Saturday,
27 September 2014
@ Eleven Square, SP
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SP Graduates’ Guild

Welcomes
Your
Family!
Your spouse and your children (below 21 years old)
can reap all the benefits of an SPGG Membership
with a family privilege card, but what about your
other family members?
Introducing the new SPGG Term Membership for
Family Members! Mum, dad, your siblings and
even your grandparents can enjoy the privileges
you get as an SPGG member!

Spgg Term Membership
(Extended Family)
Open To Existing Members’ Family Members* Only
1 SPGG
Membership

Access to all
facilities

Privileges at
Overseas &
Local Clubs

Contact Wan Pin at 6796 9986 / 9066 8818 or Email: joinus@spgg.org.sg
Offer valid till 30 September 2014.
*Only for Member’s Grandparents, Parents, Siblings (21-25 years old) and Juniors (21-25 years old)
** Subject to GST

Merchant
Benefits
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SP

Graduates’ Guild
Celebrates Poly 60

As we usher in our Alma Mater’s 60th birthday, SPGG is delighted to
offer an exclusive promotion to all graduates of Singapore Polytechnic.

$600
(U.P. $2,000)

for a Lifetime*
Membership

Facilities

Bowling Alley • Jackpot • Spa &
Wellness Centre • Swimming Pool •
Tennis Courts • Gym • Restaurant •
KTV Lounge & Bar • Function Rooms •
Poolside Café • Coffee Hub

Reciprocal Clubs

Hollandse Club • Ngee Ann Alumni • SIA
Group Sports Club • SP Moberly

Contact us for a non-obligatory free trial!
* Subject to prevailing monthly membership charges.

Singapore Polytechnic Gate 4
1010 Dover Road
Singapore 139658

Tel: 6796 9988 | 9066 8818
Email: joinus@spgg.org.sg
Web: www.spgg.org.sg.
Facebook: www.facebook.com/spgraduatesguild

Merchant Partners

Montigo Resorts Nongsa • Sentosa 4D
Adventureland • Q&M Dental Group •
Tan Tock Seng Hospital • Rendezvous
Grand Hotel • The Amoy
Check our website for the full list of merchants

